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The machining of explosive driven high current devices presents unique challenges in the safety of the operators, integrity of the part, and the timely completion of the operation. Previous works have shown that simple reduction in working speed can be detrimental to the safety of the operation and proper investigation into the machining parameters is needed to avoid dangerous conditions. This work investigates the operating conditions of a band saw in the cutting of polymer-bonded explosives (PBX). Samples of PBX 9501 and PBX 9502 are subject to a range of sawing speeds and feed speeds. Utilizing IR imaging and a force plate the heating of the blade is measured along with the overall forces on the work piece. Further, application of thermocouples in the work piece present more direct access to the conditions of the temperatures in the material of concern. Finite element simulation has been applied to give insight into the internal heat transfer occurring during sawing.
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